Introduction {#s1}
============

Work over the past two decades has revealed two important developmental mechanisms that generate neuronal diversity from flies to mice. First, spatial patterning cues produce different pools of neural progenitors (called neuroblasts in insects); second, neuronal progenitors/neuroblasts sequentially express a series of transcription factors that generate additional neuronal diversity ([@bib22]). These so-called 'temporal transcription factors' or TTFs are expressed transiently in progenitors, are inherited by neurons born during the expression window, and specify progenitor-specific neuronal identity ([@bib31]; [@bib6]). For example, the Hunchback (Hb) TTF is present in *Drosophila* embryonic neuroblasts as they produce their first progeny; loss of Hb leads to absence of first-born neurons, whereas prolonging Hb expression generates ectopic first-born neurons ([@bib20]). While TTFs are clearly important for generating molecularly distinct neuronal subtypes, their role in establishing neuronal morphology, connectivity, and behavior remains relatively poorly understood.

Recent work has shown that there are only four bilateral 'type II' neuroblasts that generate the intrinsic neurons of the central complex (CX) projecting to the protocerebral bridge (PB). These four neuroblasts are named DM1-DM4 ([@bib43]; [@bib1]) or DM1-DM3 and DM6 ([@bib30]); here we use the DM1-DM4 nomenclature ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Type II neuroblasts have a complex lineage. They repeatedly divide every 1.6 hr to generate a series of molecularly distinct intermediate neural progenitors (INPs), which in turn divide every 2--3 hr to produce 4--6 molecularly distinct ganglion mother cells (GMCs) that each yield a pair of sibling neurons ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib3]; [@bib4]; [@bib5]; [@bib19]). Several laboratories have identified candidate temporal transcription factors (TTFs) that are expressed in type II neuroblasts, such as the Ecdysone Receptor (EcR) ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, horizontal axis; [@bib34]) or in INPs, such as Dichaete and Eyeless ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, vertical axis; [@bib2]). Each of these TTFs is required to specify the identity of neurons born during its neuroblast or INP expression window ([@bib2]; [@bib29]; [@bib34]).

![CX columnar neurons are generated by type II neuroblast lineages.\
(**A**) CX columnar neurons innervating the PB originate specifically from each of four bilateral type II neuroblast lineages (DM1-DM4), which include all four neuronal subtypes shown in panel D. DM1 lineage neurons innervate the most medial PB glomeruli, and DM4 lineage neurons innervate the most lateral PB glomeruli. Adult brain right hemisphere shown. (**B**) Type II neuroblasts divide every 1.6 hr to generate \~60 INPs; each INP progeny divides every 2--3 hr to produce 10--12 neurons ([@bib19]). Both neuroblasts and INPs express temporal transcription factors that subdivide their lineages into distinct molecular windows. Finer subdivisions exist but are not shown for clarity. (**C**) PF-R, E-PG, P-EN, and P-FN columnar neuron subtypes; each has a proposed function in navigation ([@bib32]; ) and a distinct pattern of connectivity. PB, protocerebral bridge; FB, fan-shaped body; ROB, round body; EB, ellipsoid body; NO, noduli. (**D**) Adult CX columnar neurons derived from INPs labeled with adult LexA lines specific for each subtype; see [Figure 1---figure supplement 1A](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"} for genetic details. ROB, red arrows; Gall, yellow arrows; Noduli, blue arrows. Scale bars, 40µm. Genotypes: PF-R, *UAS-FLP; R9D11-Gal4, R37G12-lexA; lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP;* E-PG, *UAS-FLP; R9D11-Gal4, R60D05-lexA; lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP;* P-EN, *UAS-FLP; R9D11-Gal4, R12D09-lexA; lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP;* P-FN, *UAS-FLP; R9D11-Gal4, R16D01-lexA; lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP.*](elife-43482-fig1){#fig1}

In this study we address how larval brain TTFs contribute to the development and function of the adult insect central complex (CX). The CX is a highly conserved brain region in insects that is thought to play a crucial role in navigation and motor control ([@bib27]; [@bib15]; [@bib18]; [@bib21];[@bib32]; [@bib13];[@bib14]; [@bib16]). The CX is characterized by four distinct neuropil regions: the Ellipsoid Body (EB), Fan-shaped Body (FB), Protocerebral Bridge (PB), and Noduli (NO); the CX is also connected to lateral neuropils termed the Gall and the Round body (ROB) ([@bib40]). Columnar neurons, which innervate single glomeruli that tile the entire EB and PB neuropil, have been shown to play a key role in navigation ([@bib27]; [@bib15]; [@bib18]; [@bib21]; [@bib36]; [@bib13]; [@bib14]; [@bib16]). There are at least four columnar neuron subtypes ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The E-PG neurons have spiny dendritic arbors in the EB (hence the E at the front of their name) and provide outputs to the PB and Gall (hence the PG at the end of their name); conversely, P-EN neurons have spiny dendritic arbors in the PB and provide outputs to the EB and Noduli. Recently it has been proposed that the E-PG/P-EN neurons form a recurrent circuit that tracks the fly's orientation in space ([@bib25]; [@bib15]; [@bib36]; [@bib16]). Two additional columnar neuron classes are PF-R neurons that have dendritic spines in the PB and FB and project axons to the ROB, and the P-FN neurons which have dendritic spines in the PB and project axons to the FB and Noduli ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib40]; [@bib41]); both are proposed to have a role in navigation based on anatomical connectivity ([@bib18]; [@bib32]; [@bib41]), but their function has not been experimentally determined.

Here we map the developmental origin of these four CX neuronal subtypes postulated to have a critical role in navigation. We find that each is derived from a specific temporal window during the INP cell lineage, and that neurons with similar developmental origins have similar axon/dendrite neuropil targets. We confirm that Eyeless, previously shown to be a INP TTF ([@bib2]), is expressed in the latter half of INP lineages; we go on to show that Eyeless is required to promote the identity of the two CX neuron subtypes born late in INP lineages (E-PG, PF-R) as well as to repress the identity of the two CX neuron subtypes born during early INP lineages (P-EN, P-FN). In this way, the Eyeless TTF regulates the relative proportion of each neuronal subtype: loss of Eyeless generates fewer E-PG neurons and more P-EN neurons. Importantly, the ectopic P-EN neurons have normal anatomical connectivity. Finally, we show that loss of Eyeless specifically during the larval stages when E-PG neurons are born results in a highly specific defect in adult flight navigation, consistent with the proposed role of E-PGs in maintaining an arbitrary heading to a sun stimulus. Our findings are the first to identify the developmental origin of functionally important adult flight navigation neurons. Moreover, they set the stage for manipulating developmental genetic programs to alter the number and function of each class of adult CX neurons.

Results {#s2}
=======

CX columnar neurons are generated by type II neuroblast lineages {#s2-1}
----------------------------------------------------------------

We used intersectional genetics to map the developmental origin of four CX columnar types ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). Our strategy was to use the FLP enzyme to permanently open a *lexAop-FRT-stop-FRT-GFP* reporter in specific populations of INPs and then use adult columnar neuron LexA transgenes to determine the number of each adult columnar neuron type made by each of these INP populations. This approach allowed us to map the developmental origin of neurons labeled by LexA reporters only at pupal or adult stages. We opened the *lexAop-FRT-stop-FRT-GFP* reporter in all INPs of the type II neuroblast lineages and confirmed that all four types of adult CX columnar neurons are generated by type II neuroblasts ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1A](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, we found that type II neuroblasts make all 30 PF-R neurons, all 40 E-PG neurons, all 40 P-EN neurons, and all 50 P-FN neurons across both hemispheres of the adult brain ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that the four types of CX columnar neurons are all derived from type II neuroblast lineages.

CX columnar neurons are generated by young type II neuroblast lineages {#s2-2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The challenge in birth-dating CX neurons from type II neuroblast lineages is that they are generated across two temporal axes, NB and INP. To address this, we systematically dissected one axis at a time. Larval type II neuroblasts produce neurons over five days (0--120 hr after larval hatching; ALH), with each lineage generating roughly between 40--50 INPs, totaling around 400 neurons and additional glia from each distinct lineage ([@bib19]). We used intersectional genetics to determine when each columnar neuron subtype was born during the type II neuroblast lineage. We transiently expressed the FLP recombinase in INPs to permanently open the lexAop reporter at different times during type II neuroblast lineages and assayed for the number of PF-R, E-PG, P-EN, or P-FN adult neurons made at each time-point (method summarized in [Figure 1---figure supplement 1B](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). We found that PF-R neurons were made first in larval type II neuroblast lineages, followed by E-PG neurons, and then by P-EN and P-FN neurons which share overlapping birthdates ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The relatively broad distribution of columnar neuron birthdates is likely due to DM1-DM4 individual lineages generating neuron subtypes asynchronously, but could also represent natural developmental variation or stochasticity in the time of columnar neuron birthdates; it is most consistent with each pool of 30--50 columnar neurons being generated within a 12 hr temporal window in the type II neuroblast lineage ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![CX columnar neurons are generated by young type II neuroblast lineages.\
(**A**) Identifying the time during the neuroblast lineage that produces each columnar neuron subtype. See [Figure 1---figure supplement 1B](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"} for genetic details. Note that PF-R neurons are born first, E-PG neurons second, and then P-EN/P-FN neurons sharing a common birthdate (n = 3--6 per time-point). (**B**) Summary of NB birthdating results.](elife-43482-fig2){#fig2}

CX columnar neurons with similar developmental origin have similar axon/dendrite targeting {#s2-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next defined columnar neuron birthdates along the INP temporal axis (see [Figure 1---figure supplement 1C](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). Young INPs express Sox family transcription factor Dichaete (D), whereas old INPs express the Pax6 family transcription factor Eyeless ([@bib2]; [@bib10]; [@bib11]). Here we test whether columnar neuron subtypes arise from a young D^+^ or old Ey^+^ temporal window. As expected, all columnar neuron subtypes are labeled when the lexAop reporter is 'opened' in all INPs ([Figure 3A--D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, when the lexAop reporter is 'opened' only in old INPs, we detect all 40 E-PG and all 30 PF-R adult neurons but no P-EN or P-FN neurons ([Figure 3E--H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that all P-EN and P-FN neurons are born from young INP lineages, whereas all E-PG and PF-R neurons are born from old INP lineages (summarized in [Figure 3I](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the P-EN and P-FN columnar neurons have a highly similar developmental origin and project to similar CX neuropils (dendrites to PB, axons to Noduli; [Figure 3I](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas E-PG and PF-R columnar neurons have distinct developmental origins and share no similarities in neuropil targets, suggesting that developmental origin may be tightly linked to neuronal morphology and anatomical connectivity (see Discussion).

![Each CX columnar neuron type arises exclusively from young or old INP lineages.\
(**A--D**) Columnar neuron cell bodies labeled by subtype-specific LexA lines derive from INP lineages (n = 5 for each experiment). Staining shows the volume containing cell bodies; thus most axon and dendrite projections are not visible. See [Figure 1---figure supplement 1A](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"} for genetic details. (**E--H**) The PF-R and E-PG columnar neurons are generated by late INPs (n = 5 for each experiment), whereas the P-EN (n = 11) or P-FN (n = 6) neurons were not derived from old INPs and thus are fully derived from young INPs. Staining shows the volume containing cell bodies; thus most axon and dendrite projections are not visible. See [Figure 1---figure supplement 1C](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"} for genetic details. (**I**) Summary of INP birthdating results.](elife-43482-fig3){#fig3}

The Eyeless temporal transcription factor promotes E-PG and PF-R molecular identity {#s2-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our birthdating results indicated that INP age might be a major determinant of CX columnar neuron morphology and connectivity. We next tested whether the TTF Eyeless, which is expressed by INPs during the last half their lineage, specifies the identity of PF-R and E-PG neurons, which are born from Ey^+^ INPs. To knock down Eyeless expression in INPs, we used an *eyeless* enhancer-Gal4 line (*R16B06-Gal4*) that is expressed in old INPs ([@bib11]) to drive a *UAS-Ey^RNAi^* transgene that we previously showed eliminates all detectable Eyeless protein ([@bib2]).

In wild type adults, there are \~40 E-PG neurons and \~30 PF-R neurons ([Figure 4A,B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; quantified in G,H). In adults where Ey^RNAi^ is expressed in old INPs, we found nearly complete loss of PF-R and E-PG neurons ([Figure 4D,E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; quantified in G,H); we suggest that these neurons are converted into an early-born INP progeny identity (for which we have no markers), but we can't rule out that they undergo apoptosis. In addition, we performed an antibody screen for neuronal markers of CX neuronal subtypes, and identified Toy as specifically marking all of the old INP-derived PF-R and E-PG neurons but none of the young INP-derived P-EN and P-FN neurons ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). Here we show that Toy^+^ neurons generated by old INPs are also significantly reduced following Ey^RNAi^ in old INPs ([Figure 4C,F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; quantified in I). We conclude that the Eyeless temporal transcription factor is required for the specification of PF-R and E-PG columnar neurons.

![Eyeless promotes PF-R and E-PG molecular identity.\
(**A--C**) Wild-type PF-R, E-PG, and Toy^+^ neurons in the dorsoposterior adult brain. PF-R and E-PG neurons detected by expression of neuron-specific LexA lines. See Materials and methods for genotypes. (**D--F**) Eyeless^RNAi^ in INP lineages decreases the number of PF-R, E-PG, and Toy^+^ late-born neurons in the dorsoposterior adult brain. See Materials and methods for genotypes. (**G--I**) Quantification (n = 5 for each experiment). \*\*\*, p\<0.001. Scale bar, 20µm.](elife-43482-fig4){#fig4}

The Eyeless temporal transcription factor represses P-EN and P-FN molecular identity {#s2-5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The P-EN and P-FN columnar neurons derive from early INP progeny, prior to the expression of Eyeless in later-born INPs, raising the question of whether Eyeless expression triggers a switch from early-born P-EN/P-FN production to late-born E-PG/PF-R production. To determine if Eyeless terminates production of early-born P-EN and P-FN columnar neurons, we expressed Ey^RNAi^ in old INPs, and assayed for ectopic P-EN or P-FN neurons. In wild type adults, there are \~40 P-EN neurons and \~50 P-FN neurons ([Figure 5A,B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; quantified in G,H). In adults where Ey^RNAi^ was expressed in old INPs, we found an over two-fold increase in the number of P-EN and P-FN neurons ([Figure 5D,E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; quantified in G,H). In addition, the antibody screen described above identified the transcription factor Runt as specifically marking all early-born P-EN and P-FN neurons but none of the late-born E-PG and PF-R neurons ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). In wild type, there are \~220 Runt^+^ adult neurons made by INP progeny, but Ey^RNAi^ led to a significant increase to \~580 Runt^+^ adult neurons ([Figure 5C,F](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; quantified in I), consistent with a role for Eyeless in terminating production of young INP-derived neurons. We conclude that Eyeless maintains equal pools of E-PG and P-EN neurons by triggering a switch from early-born P-EN/P-FN neurons to late-born E-PG/PF-R neurons.

![Eyeless represses P-EN and P-FN molecular identity.\
(**A--C**) Wild-type P-EN, P-FN, and Runt^+^ neurons in the dorsoposterior adult brain. P-EN and P-FN neurons detected by expression of neuron-specific LexA lines. See Materials and methods for genotypes. (**D--F**) Eyeless^RNAi^ in INP lineages increases the number of P-EN, P-FN, and Runt^+^ late-born neurons in the dorsoposterior adult brain. See Materials and methods for genotypes. (**G--I**) Quantification (n = 5 for each experiment). \*\*\*, p\<0.001. Scale bar, 20µm.](elife-43482-fig5){#fig5}

Loss of Eyeless produces ectopic P-EN neurons with endogenous P-EN morphology and anatomical connectivity {#s2-6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Loss of Eyeless extends the production of P-EN neurons into an older stage of INP lineages, creating a mismatch between their molecular temporal identity (early) and their time of differentiation (late). We tested whether the ectopic P-EN neurons have a neuronal morphology and anatomical connectivity characteristic of the endogenous early-born neurons, or whether their later birthdate results in different morphology or connectivity. We designed a genetic method for specifically labeling the ectopic late-born P-EN neurons -- but not the endogenous early-born P-EN neurons -- to trace their morphology and anatomical connectivity ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1D](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}).

As expected, control RNAi did not result in any ectopic P-EN neurons, although there were a few neurons labeled outside the central brain and a small pattern of fan-shaped body neurons ([Figure 6A--A'''](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, Eyeless^RNAi^ specifically in old INP progeny resulted in the formation of sparse populations of 'late-born' ectopic P-EN neurons with projections into the PB, EB, and Noduli ([Figure 6B--B'''](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These are the same neuropils targeted by wild type early-born P-EN neurons. We conclude that ectopic late-born P-EN neurons have morphology indistinguishable from the normal early-born P-EN neurons ([Videos 1](#video1){ref-type="video"}--[2](#video2){ref-type="video"}).

![Eyeless^RNAi^ produces late-born 'ectopic' P-EN neurons that have normal P-EN morphology and connectivity.\
(**A--A'''**) In wild-type adults, late INP clones do not label P-EN neurons in the adult brain (n = 5). See Materials and methods for details. PB, EB, and NO neuropils marked with dashed lines. Scale bars, 20µm (**A--B**). (**B--B'''**) In Eyeless^RNAi^ adults, late INP clones produce ectopic late-born P-EN neurons, which project to the PB, EB, and Noduli (n = 5), similar to endogenous P-EN neurons ([Figure 1A,B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). PB, EB, and NO neuropils marked with dashed lines. (**C--C'**) In Eyeless^RNAi^ adults, late INP clones produce ectopic late-born P-EN neurons, which localize the pre-synaptic marker Brp::mCherry to the EB and Noduli (n = 5), but not to the PB (not shown), similar to the endogenous P-EN neurons. Scale bars, 20µm (**C--D**). (**D**) Eyeless^RNAi^ adult, showing stochastic labeling of four ectopic P-EN neurons (1-4) with normal PB and EB glomeruli targeting (compare to [@bib41]). (**E**) Summary.](elife-43482-fig6){#fig6}

###### Wild-type adult P-EN morphology wild-type young INP born P-EN neurons innervate distinct neuropil regions of the central complex.

These include the PB, EB, and NO outlined in red, white, and yellow respectively.

10.7554/eLife.43482.013

###### Ey-RNAi ectopic adult P-EN morphology Ey-RNAi ectopic old INP born P-EN neurons innervate the same distinct neuropil regions of the central complex.

These include the PB, EB, and NO outlined in red, white, and yellow respectively. Note, only even-numbered glomeruli are generated, indicating they are born after odd numbered glomeruli in the INP lineage, and extend when Eyeless is eliminated in old INPs.

10.7554/eLife.43482.014

To determine if the ectopic P-EN neurons have the same anatomical connectivity as the endogenous P-EN neurons, we expressed the pre-synaptic active zone marker Bruchpilot (Brp) specifically in the ectopic P-EN neurons. We found that ectopic P-EN neurons localized Brp to the EB and Noduli, but not to the PB. This is the same as in wild type P-EN neurons ([Figure 6C--C'](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, summarized in [Figure 6E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the ectopic P-EN neurons assembled into proper columns between glomeruli in the PB and tiles in the EB, precisely matching the morphology of endogenous P-EN neurons ([Figure 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}; compare to Figure 8D1 in [@bib40]). Thus, ectopic P-EN neurons match the normal early-born P-EN neurons in molecular identity (R12D09-LexA^+^), morphology (PB, EB, Noduli projections), and anatomical connectivity (Brp puncta in EB and Noduli). Finally, we assayed the morphology of the ectopic P-FN neurons following Eyeless^RNAi^. We found that the expanded pool of P-FNs innervated the FB and NO, identical to endogenous P-FN neurons, resulting in an enlarged FB and NO ([Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that reducing expression of the TTF Eyeless leads to a doubling of P-EN and P-FN neurons in the CX, which all have proper neuropil targeting. This shows that neuronal birth-date can be uncoupled from neuronal morphology, because we see P-EN and P-FN neurons born later than normal in the INP lineage, yet they establish morphology that mimics that of the endogenous, early-born P-EN and P-FN neurons ([Figure 6---figure supplement 2](#fig6s2){ref-type="fig"}).

Transient Eyeless reduction impairs adult flight navigation behavior {#s2-7}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Our finding that the temporal transcription factor Eyeless contributes to the development of CX columnar neurons raises the question of how Eyeless influences CX function. Recent work has shown that silencing adult E-PG neurons impairs flies' capacity to maintain an arbitrary heading to a bright spot resembling the sun ([@bib14]; [@bib16]), a finding that we independently confirmed ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1A--D](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}). Based on these results, we hypothesized that Eyeless function during development may be required for adult E-PG function in sun navigation. To reduce Eyeless expression, we drove Eyeless^RNAi^ in old INPs using *R16B06-Gal4*. Temporal control over Eyeless^RNAi^ was achieved with the temperature-sensitive Gal4 inhibitor Gal80. We raised animals at the Gal80 permissive temperature (18°C) to prevent Eyeless^RNAi^ expression and shifted to the non-permissive temperature (29°C) for 24 hr at the time E-PG neurons are born and differentiate ([Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Both control and Eyeless^RNAi^ animals exposed to this regime had no major morphological defects in the central complex (EB shown in [Figure 7B,C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that E-PG neuron number is likely normal (see Discussion). We then examined how the transient reduction of Eyeless in larval INPs affected the ability of adult flies to maintain an arbitrary flight heading to a fictive sun ([Figure 7D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). We compared the sun headings of Eyeless^RNAi^ flies that received the 29°C heat pulse with two control groups. One control group had an identical genotype but received no heat pulse ([Figure 7E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). A second control group received the heat pulse but Eyeless^RNAi^ was replaced with mCherry^RNAi^ ([Figure 7F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In both control groups, we found that flies maintained arbitrary headings, as expected, with a slight bias towards headings where the sun was behind the fly ([Figure 7E,F,I](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, flies with transient Eyeless^RNAi^ during E-PG development exhibited a marked frontal bias in their heading distribution, which was significantly more frontal than the control distributions ([Figure 7G,I](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}; p\<0.01, permutation test). The control distributions were not significantly different from each other (p=0.49). Notably, although the heading distributions were distinct, the degree of stimulus stabilization -- quantified by calculating the overall vector strength of each flight -- was equivalent in the Eyeless^RNAi^ genotype and controls ([Figure 7H](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the Eyeless^RNAi^ genotype and controls showed equivalent performance orienting to a dark vertical stripe ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1E--H](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}), similar to the effect of silencing adult E-PG neurons ([@bib14]). This suggests that E-PG silencing and Eyeless^RNAi^ induce similar, relatively specific navigation deficits rather than a more general deficiency in visual-motor flight control. Taken together, our results indicate that a transient loss of Eyeless specifically in old INPs causes specific deficits in adult flight navigation to that of silencing E-PG neurons. Our findings therefore demonstrate the importance of Eyeless for CX function.

![Transient loss of Eyeless during development impairs adult fly navigation.\
(**A**) Timing of Eyeless reduction in INP lineages. Transient inactivation of ts.Gal80 (29°C heat pulse; gray bar) results in transient Eyeless^RNAi^ during the time in which E-PG neurons are normally generated. (**B,C**) The manipulation in A does not alter CX neuropil morphology as seen by nc82 (neuropil) staining (EB, shown; other neuropils, data not shown). (**D**) Schematic of experimental apparatus for sun navigation experiments. The wing stroke amplitudes of a tethered, flying fly were monitored with an IR camera; the stroke difference determined the angular velocity of a 2.4° sun stimulus. Modified from ([@bib14]). (**E**) Example flight (top panel) and summary data (bottom panel) from ts.Eyeless^RNAi^ control with no heat pulse. Top panel: left plot shows headings over 5 min flight; 0° is sun position in front of fly. Right histogram is distribution of headings in this example flight; sideways green triangle is the mean. Bottom panel: summary data, with each 5 min flight represented by radial lines. The angle of each line is the mean flight heading. The length of each line is vector strength of flight, varying from 0 (center of circle; no stimulus stabilization) to 1 (edge of circle; perfect stabilization). Each fly flew for two 5 min flights separated by a 5 min rest period. Cyan line shows mean heading, across flights with vector strength \>0.2, as well as 95% confidence interval, calculated via resampling across flies. 44 flights, 22 flies total. (**F**) Example and summary data from ts.mcherry^RNAi^ control. Same plotting convention as (**E**). 48 flights, 24 flies. (**G**) Example and summary data from ts.Eyeless^RNAi^ flies with heat pulse. Same plotting convention as (**E,F**). 50 flights, 25 flies. (**H**) Cumulative probability distribution of vector strengths from both control groups (black and gray) and from experimental group (red). There was no significant difference between means (ts.Eyeless^RNAi^ heat pulse, 0.34, red; ts.Eyeless^RNAi^ no heat pulse, 0.31,black;ts.mcherry^RNAi^ heat pulse 0.30,gray; p\>0.1, permutation test). (**I**) Cumulative probability distribution of mean absolute headings. The heading distribution for the experimental group, ts.Eyeless^RNAi^ heat pulse, was skewed significantly to frontal headings (mean 63.7°, 37 flights in 23 flies with vector strength \>0.2) compared to control distributions (p\<0.01, permutation test; ts.Eyeless^RNAi^ no heat pulse, mean 107.9°, 35 flights in 19 flies; ts.mcherry^RNAi^, mean 106.9°, 31 flights in 21 flies). Scale bars, 10µm.](elife-43482-fig7){#fig7}

The Eyeless target gene *toy* is required for E-PG axonal connectivity to the Gall {#s2-8}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The TTF Eyeless is required to specify E-PG neuronal identity, but Eyeless does not persist in adult E-PG neurons, raising the question: What Eyeless target genes regulate E-PG connectivity and function? We focused on Twin of eyeless (Toy) which encodes a transcription factor whose expression is induced by Eyeless in old INPs ([@bib2]) and is maintained in their adult post-mitotic neuronal progeny. We used two previously characterized Gal4 drivers ([@bib21]; [@bib26]) to express *UAS-toy^RNAi^* specifically in post-mitotic E-PG neurons at different stages in development and confirmed that it removes all detectable Toy protein ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} inset A, B).

![The Eyeless target gene Toy is required for E-PG axonal connectivity.\
(**A--C**) Loss of Toy in larvae reduces E-PG projections to the Gall in adults. (**A**) Wild type: *R19G02-Gal4* is first expressed at \~L2 and labels adult E-PG neurons; note projections to the EB (center) and Gall (left and right); PB, not shown (n = 6). Inset shows WT levels of Toy-protein expression. (**B**) *R19G02-Gal4 UAS-Toy^RNAi^* reduces E-PG projections to the Gall (red arrow), yet projections to the EB and PB (not shown) remain intact (n = 12). Inset shows loss of Toy-protein expression. Quantification: mild, detectable reduction in the Gall in one hemisphere; severe, virtually complete loss of Gall. (**D--F**) Loss of Toy in pupae has no effect on E-PG projections. (**D**) In wild type, *ss00096 split-Gal4* is expressed \~24 hr after pupal formation and labels adult E-PG neurons; n = 5. (**E**) *ss00096 split-Gal4 UAS-Toy^RNAi^* adults have normal projections to the EB (center), Gall (left and right), and PB (outlined); n = 5. (**F**) Quantification. (**G--I**) Loss of Toy in pupae reduces pre-synaptic levels of Brp in the Gall. (**G,H**) Genotypes as in D-E, showing that the pre-synaptic marker Brp is reduced in the E-PG axons targeting the Gall following ToyRNAi (n = 6). (**I**) Quantification. Scale bars, 20µm.](elife-43482-fig8){#fig8}

We next determined if depleting Toy in post-mitotic larval E-PG neurons using *R19G02-Gal4 UAS-toy^RNAi^* altered E-PG survival or morphology. Loss of Toy had no effect on E-PG neuronal number (n = 5, p=0.92) or on connectivity to the EB and PB (data not shown). In contrast, we observed greatly diminished E-PG axonal connectivity to the Gall, where in some cases the E-PG projections appeared nearly absent (n = 12, [Figure 8A--C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). We next removed Toy later, beginning \~24 hr after pupal formation using *ss00096-Gal4 UAS-toy^RNAi^*, and observed no effect on E-PG neuronal number (n = 5, p=0.48) or projections to the EB, PB, or Gall (n = 6, [Figure 8D--F](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Surprisingly, however, loss of Toy produced a significant reduction in the levels of the pre-synaptic active zone marker Bruchpilot (Brp) in the Gall ([Figure 8G--I](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that Toy is required during larval stages for E-PG connectivity to the Gall, and is required in pupal stages for establishing or maintaining Brp levels at the E-PG axonal terminals in the Gall.

To determine how the loss of Toy during pupal stages affects CX function, we tested whether reduction of Toy in the E-PGs affected sun navigation. We observed no significant change in flies' heading distribution in relation to the sun stimulus, or in the degree to which they stabilized the sun stimulus ([Figure 8---figure supplement 1](#fig8s1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the loss of Toy in pupal E-PG neurons and the associated reduction of Brp at E-PG axon terminals has no discernible effect on sun navigation.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Developmental origin of CX columnar neurons {#s3-1}
-------------------------------------------

We have shown that distinct classes of CX columnar neurons have unique developmental origins within type II neuroblast lineages. We find that CX columnar neurons map to four bilateral type II neuroblast lineages (DM1-DM4), confirming previous work ([@bib38]). Thus, per brain there are eight parental neuroblasts that generate 30--50 neurons of each subtype, or 4--6 neurons per neuroblast. These 4--6 neurons could arise from 2 to 3 GMCs in a single INP lineage, or as 1 neuron from six different INPs; twinspot MARCM would be needed to determine their precise cell lineage. Our birth-dating results indicate that CX columnar neurons originate from distinct INPs born \~12 hr apart during larval life, except for P-EN and P-FN neurons whose similar birthdates suggest they may arise from the same INPs. Twin-spot MARCM analysis ([@bib24]) would be necessary to determine whether P-EN and P-FN neurons arise from the same or different INPs. Interestingly, the two CX columnar neurons born at the same time (P-EN and P-FN) have axon projections intrinsic to the CX and target the same neuropils (PB and Noduli). In contrast, the two CX columnar neuron types born at different times (E-PG and P-FR) have axon projections extrinsic to the CX and target different neuropils (Gall and ROB). This raises the possibility that neuroblast temporal identity determines whether columnar neuron axon projections are intrinsic or extrinsic to the CX. More generally, the results suggest that neurons with similar temporal identity have matching connectivity.

We have mapped the birthdates of only four CX columnar neuron subtypes out of the 60 distinct neuronal subtypes innervating the CX ([@bib44]). Mapping these other neurons to their type II neuroblast and INP lineages is an important task for the future, which will help identify developmental correlates of neuronal morphology, connectivity, and function. Additionally, significant neuronal diversity may arise from GMCs dividing to make Notch^ON^/Notch^OFF^ sibling neurons, which often have distinct morphology ([@bib35]; [@bib23]; [@bib38]; [@bib17]). The role of Notch signaling in generating hemilineages within type II neuroblast progeny remains unexplored.

Specification of CX columnar neurons {#s3-2}
------------------------------------

By mapping the developmental origins of four classes of columnar neurons innervating the central complex, we find that each class derives from a relatively tight window during the neuroblast lineage, and from either young or old INPs ([Figure 3I](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The fact that all of the four subtypes are restricted to early or late in the INP lineage suggests that the early/late lineage distinction is developmentally important, consistent with our finding that early/late INPs express different TTFs (Dichaete/Eyeless, respectively). Furthermore, mapping the lineage of each neuronal class allowed us to identify a correlation with developmental origin and neuronal morphology (neurons with similar birth-dates have similar morphology). Many other developmental windows have yet to be characterized, for example the neurons derived from young INPs prior to PF-R/E-PG production are unknown, and would be expected to be expanded in the absence of Eyeless; similarly, the neurons derived from the old INPs following production of the P-EN/P-FN neurons are unknown, and would be expected to be missing in the absence of Eyeless. We tested Dichaete and Grainy head for a role in specification of early INP-derived P-EN and P-FN neurons, but observed no phenotype (data not shown); this is unsurprising for Grainy head, because it is not expressed in the DM1 lineage ([@bib2]) which generates P-EN and P-FN neurons. In the future, our intersectional genetic approaches can be used to map the developmental origin of any neuronal subtype for which there exists an adult LexA driver line. For example, we have recently mapped the CX dorsal fan-shaped body 'sleep neurons' ([@bib7]; [@bib37]; [@bib9]; [@bib8]) to an old neuroblast developmental window (M. Syed, LS, and CQD, unpublished).

We have shown that Eyeless maintains a balance of early-born P-EN/P-FN neurons and late-born E-PG/PF-R neurons by triggering a switch from early-born to late-born neuronal identity. Loss of Eyeless generates fewer E-PG neurons and more P-EN neurons ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We document the loss of late-born E-PGs here, but many other uncharacterized neurons are also likely to be lost, except during our heat pulse experiments where we tried to specifically target E-PG neurons ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, we document the production of ectopic P-EN neurons in the absence of Eyeless, but many other early-born neuron populations are likely to be expanded. We considered performing clonal analysis to identify the neurons sharing an INP lineage with our four neural subtypes, but decided against it because INPs make morphologically different neurons at each division ([@bib38]); we would not be able to map these neurons to early or late in the INP lineage, nor would we have molecular or genetic markers for these neurons. Determining the identity and birth-order of neurons within each INP lineage will be a difficult task for the future. Developing markers for the remainder of the 60+ different CX neuronal subtypes will be needed understand the breadth of Eyeless function in generating CX neuronal subtypes. Additional neuronal subtype markers will also be important to test the role of type II neuroblast candidate TTFs ([@bib29]; [@bib34]). We predict that at least some of these candidate TTFs will be required to specify the identity of the four columnar neuron classes described here.

We were interested in whether misexpression of Eyeless in young INPs was sufficient to induce ectopic late-born PF-R and E-PG neurons. We could not simply use *R9D11-Gal4* to misexpress Eyeless in young INPs, because we previously showed that in this genotype Ey translation is repressed in young INPs ([@bib11]). Thus, we permanently expressed Eyeless in INPs and their progeny (*R9D11-FLP, actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4 UAS-eyeless*) but observed loss of all four neuronal subtypes (data not shown). Our interpretation is that permanent high level expression of Eyeless in INPs and their progeny leads to neuronal death, although we cannot rule out that Ey transforms all INP progeny into a late-born cell type that we lack markers to detect.

Determinants of connectivity in CX columnar neurons {#s3-3}
---------------------------------------------------

We have shown that the ectopic P-EN neurons formed due to reduced Eyeless levels have morphology and anatomical connectivity that matches the endogenous P-EN neurons (i.e. Brp^+^ neurites to the EB and NO, and Brp^-^-neurites to the PB)([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). It is unknown, however, whether these ectopic P-ENs are functionally connected to the normal P-EN circuit partners. This could be resolved through functional imaging experiments testing whether ectopic P-ENs receive the innervation from E-PG or delta7 neurons like endogenous P-ENs ([@bib13]) or whether they form functional inputs to known E-PG downstream neurons ([@bib25]; [@bib15]; [@bib36]). Furthermore, we demonstrate that the Eyeless target gene Toy is required for E-PG axonal connectivity to the Gall. Future work could elucidate the target genes of Toy through RNA-seq that are required for assembling this connectivity, such as downstream cell surface molecules, thus linking INP temporal identity to a direct mechanism for neuronal connectivity in a highly conserved adult brain region.

The effects of Eyeless manipulation on navigation behavior {#s3-4}
----------------------------------------------------------

We found that reducing Eyeless expression during early development (24--48 hr after larval hatching) causes a profound shift in how flies orient their flight relative to a fictive sun stimulus. Whereas control populations adopt a broad set of headings, with a slight bias for orientations where the sun is behind ([Figure 7E,F,I](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), Eyeless^RNAi^ flies choose flight directions where the sun is in front ([Figure 7G,I](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). A similar shift to a more frontal heading distribution occurs when E-PG neurons are silenced, either following expression of the Kir2.1 inward rectifying channel ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib14]) or with a synaptic transmission blocker in walking flies ([@bib16]). The consistent shift to a frontal heading after both E-PG silencing and Eyeless^RNAi^ suggests that Eyeless^RNAi^ affects navigation behavior via perturbation of E-PG neurons, although we cannot rule out an effect on unknown late-born neurons. Eyeless^RNAi^ causes no gross deformities in the CX, suggesting E-PGs were not eliminated by Eyeless^RNAi^ using this regime, as loss of all E-PG neurons produces severe EB defects ([@bib42]). The developmental defects in E-PG neurons could be misexpression of ion channels or other functionally important molecules, rather than apoptosis. In contrast, genetic silencing likely affects all E-PG neurons ([@bib14]). The fact that similar behavioral effects are induced by our more subtle Eyeless manipulation and E-PG silencing suggest that sun navigation is highly dependent on E-PG neuron activity. One difference between the behavioral effects of Eyeless^RNAi^ and E-PG silencing is the degree to which flies stabilize the sun stimulus. Whereas silencing E-PG neurons significantly reduces the overall vector strength, a measure of the heading consistency within a flight ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib14]; [@bib16]), there is no such reduction in vector strength in Eyeless^RNAi^ flies ([Figure 7H](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This difference could be due to the more limited scope of the Eyeless manipulation or it could reflect some capacity of the adult CX to compensate for the larval developmental defect. Taken together, our findings demonstrate that a specific navigation behavior -- arbitrary orientation to a sun stimulus -- depends on the precise expression and function of the Eyeless TTF during larval development. These results raise the question of how other types of navigation depend on the development and function of CX neuronal subtypes.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Reagent type or\              Designation                               Source or reference         Identifiers   Additional\
  resource                                                                                                          information
  ----------------------------- ----------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------- -----------------------------
  Species\                      UAS-FLP                                   BDSC                        \#4539        FLP enzyme under\
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       UAS control

  Species\                      R9D11-Gal4                                BDSC                        \#40731       Young INP Gal4 driver
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       

  Species\                      R37G12-lexA                               BDSC                        \#52765       PF-R lexA driver
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       

  Species\                      R60D05-lexA                               BDSC                        \#52867       E-PG lexA driver
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       

  Species\                      R12D09-lexA                               BDSC                        \#54419       P-EN lexA driver
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       

  Species\                      R16D01-lexA                               BDSC                        \#52503       P-FN lexA driver
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       

  Species\                      lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP                 BDSC                        \#57588       FLP-out membrane bound\
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       GFP under lexAop control

  Species\                      ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (20)                     BDSC                        \#7019        temperature sensitive Gal80
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       

  Species\                      20xUAS-FLP.PEST                           BDSC                        \#55807       FLP enzyme under\
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       20xUAS control

  Species\                      OK107-Gal4                                BDSC                        \#854         Eyeless enhancer trap\
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       Gal4 for old INPs

  Species\                      UAS-mCherryRNAi                           BDSC                        \#35787       Control RNAi under\
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       UAS control

  Species\                      UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^                         BDSC                        \#32486       Eyeless RNAi under\
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       UAS control

  Species\                      13xlexAop-myr::GFP                        BDSC                        \#32210       membrane bound GFP\
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       under 13xlexAop control

  Species\                      R16B06-Gal4                               BDSC                        \#45811       old INP Gal4 driver
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       

  Species\                      UAS-FLP, Act5c(FRT.CD2)Gal4; ;\           This work                                 INP immortalization driver\
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)   R12E09-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP                                                          expressing membrane\
                                                                                                                    bound GFP

  Species\                      lexAop(FRT.stop)HA::CD4.T2A.Brp.mCherry   BDSC                        \#56518       FLP-out fluorensent\
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       labeling of Brp

  Species\                      ss00096-Gal4                              Rubin Lab (Janelia)                       E-PG split Gal4 driver
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       

  Species\                      Empty-vector split Gal4                   Rubin Lab (Janelia)                       Control split Gal4 driver
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       

  Species\                      UAS-Toy^RNAi^                             BDSC                        \#33679       Toy RNAi under\
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       UAS control

  Species\                      lexAop.tdTomato.myr,\                     BDSC                        \#56142       STaR FLP-out labeling of\
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)   brp(FRT.stop)V5-2A-lexA-VP16                                                        synaptic terminals

  Species\                      10xUAS-myr::HA                            BDSC                        \#62145       membrane bound HA\
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       under UAS control

  Species\                      R19G02-Gal4                               BDSC                        \#48860       developmental E-PG Gal4
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       

  Species\                      UAS-Kir2.1                                [@bib14]                                  Inward rectifying\
  (*Drosophila melanogaster*)                                                                                       K + channel under\
                                                                                                                    UAS control

  Antibody, polyclonal          Chicken anti-GFP                          Abcam (Eugene, OR)                        1:1000

  Antibody, polyclonal          Rabbit anti-Toy                           Desplan lab (NYU)                         1:1000

  Antibody, polyclonal          Guinea-pig anti-Runt                      Desplan lab (NYU)                         1:1000

  Antibody, monoclonal          Mouse anti-nc82                           DSHB (Iowa City, IA)                      1:50

  Antibody, polyclonal          Rabbit anti-V5                            Cell Signaling\                           1:400
                                                                          (Danvers MA)                              

  Antibody, polyclonal          Rabbit Anti HA                            Columbia Biosciences\                     1:400
                                                                          (Frederick MD)                            

  Antibody, polyclonal          Secondary antibodies                      Thermofisher (Eugene, OR)                 1:400
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fly genotypes used in each experimentFigureSynopsisUAS-FLP; R9D11-Gal4 X R37G12-lexA;\
lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}PF-R labelingUAS-FLP; R9D11-Gal4 X R60D05-lexA;\
lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E-PG labelingUAS-FLP; R9D11-Gal4 X R12D09-lexA;\
lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}P-EN labelingUAS-FLP; R9D11-Gal4 X R16D01-lexA;\
lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}P-FN labeling20XUAS-FLP.PEST; ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (20); R9D11-Gal4 X R37G12-lexA;\
lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}PF-R birthdating20XUAS-FLP.PEST; ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (20); R9D11-Gal4 X R60D05-lexA;\
lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E-PG birthdating20XUAS-FLP.PEST; ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (20); R9D11-Gal4 X R12D09-lexA;\
lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}P-EN birthdating20XUAS-FLP.PEST; ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (20); R9D11-Gal4 X R16D01-lexA;\
lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}P-FN birthdatingUAS-FLP; R9D11-Gal4 X R37G12-lexA;\
lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}PF-R labelingUAS-FLP; R9D11-Gal4 X R60D05-lexA;\
lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E-PG labelingUAS-FLP; R9D11-Gal4 X R12D09-lexA;\
lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}P-EN labelingUAS-FLP; R9D11-Gal4 X R16D01-lexA;\
lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}P-FN labelingOK107-Gal4 × 20 XUAS-FLP.PEST;\
R37G12-lexA; lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 3E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}PF-R labeling old INPOK107-Gal4 × 20 XUAS-FLP.PEST;\
R60D05-lexA; lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 3F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E-PG labeling old INPOK107-Gal4 × 20 XUAS-FLP.PEST;\
R12D09-lexA; lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 3G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}P-EN labeling old INPOK107-Gal4 × 20 XUAS-FLP.PEST; R16D01-lexA;\
lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP[Figure 3H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}P-FN labeling old INP13xlexAop-myr::GFP;\
UAS-mCherry^RNAi^ X R37G12-lexA; R16B06-Gal4[Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}PF-R labeling WT13xlexAop-myr::GFP; UAS-mCherry^RNAi^ X R60D05-lexA; R16B06-Gal4[Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E-PG labeling WTUAS-FLP, Act5c(FRT.CD2)Gal4; ; R12E09-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP X UAS-mCherry^RNAi^[Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}INP lineage tracing WT13xlexAop-myr::GFP; UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^X R37G12-lexA; R16B06-Gal4[Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}PF-R labeling Ey-RNAi13xlexAop-myr::GFP; UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^ X R60D05-lexA; R16B06-Gal4[Figure 4E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E-PG labeling Ey-RNAiUAS-FLP, Act5c(FRT.CD2)Gal4; ; R12E09-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP X UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^[Figure 4F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}INP lineage tracing Ey-RNAi13xlexAop-myr::GFP; UAS-mCherryRNAi X R12D09-lexA; R16B06-Gal4[Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}P-EN labeling WT13xlexAop-myr::GFP; UAS-mCherryRNAi X R16D01-lexA; R16B06-Gal4[Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}P-FN labeling WTUAS-FLP, Act5c(FRT.CD2)Gal4; ; R12E09-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP X UAS-mCherry^RNAi^[Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}INP lineage tracing WT13xlexAop-myr::GFP; UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^ X R12D09-lexA; R16B06-Gal4[Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}P-EN labeling Ey-RNAi13xlexAop-myr::GFP; UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^ X R16D01-lexA; R16B06-Gal4[Figure 5E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}P-FN labeling Ey-RNAiUAS-FLP, Act5c(FRT.CD2)Gal4; ; R12E09-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP X UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^[Figure 5F](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}INP lineage tracing Ey-RNAiR37G12-lexA X 13xlexAop-myr::GFP[Figure 5A--A'''](#fig5){ref-type="fig"},\
[Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}PF-R labelingR60D05-lexA X 13xlexAop-myr::GFP[Figure 5B--B'''](#fig5){ref-type="fig"},\
[Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}E-PG labelingR12D09-lexA X 13xlexAop-myr::GFP[Figure 5C--C'''](#fig5){ref-type="fig"},\
[Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}P-EN labelingR16D01-lexA X 13xlexAop-myr::GFP[Figure 5D--D'''](#fig5){ref-type="fig"},\
[Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}P-FN labelingR12D09-lexA; lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP; OK107-Gal4 × 20 XUAS-FLP.PEST; ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (20); UAS-mCherry^RNAi^[Figure 6A--A'''](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}Ectopic P-EN WTR12D09-lexA; lexAop(FRT.stop)mCD8::GFP; OK107-Gal4 × 20 XUAS-FLP.PEST; ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (20); UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^[Figure 6B--B'''](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}Ectopic P-EN Ey-RNAiR12D09-lexA; lexAop(FRT.stop)HA::CD4.T2A.Brp.mCherry; OK107-Gal4 × 20 XUAS-FLP.PEST; ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (20); UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^[Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}Ectopic P-EN brp Ey-RNAiR16D01-lexA; R16B06-Gal4 × 13xlexAop-myr::GFP; UAS-mCherry^RNAi^[Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"},\
[Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}WT P-FN neuron morph.R16D01-lexA; R16B06-Gal4 × 13xlexAop-myr::GFP; UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^[Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"},\
[Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}Ey-RNAi P-FN neuron morph.R16B06-Gal4 X ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (10);\
UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^[Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}no heat pulse control nc82R16B06-Gal4 X ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (10);\
UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^[Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}heat pulse nc82R16B06-Gal4 X ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (10);\
UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^[Figure 7E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}no heat pulse control behaviorR16B06-Gal4 X ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (10);\
UAS-mCherry^RNAi^[Figure 7F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}heashock control behaviorR16B06-Gal4 X ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (10);\
UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^[Figure 7G](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}heat pulse exp. behavior10xUAS-myr::GFP; R19G02-Gal4 X UAS-mCherry^RNAi^[Figure 8A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}E-PG dev. driver control10xUAS-myr::GFP; R19G02-Gal4 X UAS-Toy^RNAi^[Figure 8B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}E-PG dev. driver Toy-LOF10xUAS-myr::HA; ss00096-Gal4 X UAS-mCherry^RNAi^[Figure 8D](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}E-PG split driver control10xUAS-myr::HA; ss00096-\
Gal4 X UAS-Toy^RNAi^[Figure 8E](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}E-PG split driver Toy-LOF20XUAS-FLP.PEST; ss00096-Gal4 X lexAop-tdTomato.myr, brp(FRT.stop)V5-2A-lexA-VP16; UAS-mCherry^RNAi^[Figure 8G](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}E-PG STaR control20XUAS-FLP.PEST; ss00096-Gal4 X lexAop-tdTomato.myr, brp(FRT.stop)V5-2A-lexA-VP16;\
UAS-Toy^RNAi^[Figure 8H](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}E-PG STaR Toy-LOFR16B06-Gal4 X ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (10);\
UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^[Figure 7E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"},\
[Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}no heat pulse control behaviorR16B06-Gal4 X ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (10); UAS-mCherry^RNAi^[Figure 7F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"},\
[Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}heat pulse control behaviorR16B06-Gal4 X ts.Tubulin-Gal80 (10); UAS-Eyeless^RNAi^[Figure 7G](#fig7){ref-type="fig"},\
[Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}heat pulse exp. behaviorEmpty Split-Gal4 x UAS-Kir2.1[Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}E-PG control behaviorss00096 Split-Gal4 x UAS-Kir2.1[Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}E-PG silenced behaviorEmpty Split-Gal4 x UAS Toy^RNAi^[Figure 8---figure supplement 1](#fig8s1){ref-type="fig"}Toy-RNAi control behaviorss00096 Split-Gal4 x UAS Toy^RNAi^[Figure 8---figure supplement 1](#fig8s1){ref-type="fig"}Toy-RNAi exper. behavior

Standardizing larval development at different temperatures {#s4-1}
----------------------------------------------------------

All larvae were grown at 25°C unless noted, and all hours after larval hatching are standardized to grow wild type at 25°C based on published conversions: 18°C is 2.25x slower than 25°C, and 29°C is 1.03x faster than 25°C ([@bib28]).

Immunohistochemistry {#s4-2}
--------------------

Primary and secondary antibodies, see Key Resources Table, above. Adult brain dissections were conducted at room temperature with 2--5 day old adult females. Adult brains were dissected in 2% formaldehyde solution in Phosphate-Buffered Saline with. 5% Triton-X (PBST) and incubated for 55 min before applying an overnight block solution (5% Goat/Donkey serum, Vector Laboratories) at 4°C. Brains were then washed in PBST for one hour before applying an overnight primary mix at 4°C. Then, brains were washed for one hour at room temperature in PBST, before applying an overnight secondary mix at 4°C. Finally, brains were mounted in 90% glycerol, and imaged immediately.

Imaging, data acquisition, and image analysis {#s4-3}
---------------------------------------------

Fluorescent images were acquired on a Zeiss LSM 700. Adult brain cell counting was performed using the Fiji cell counter plug in, and statistical analysis (Student's T test) was done in Excel. Figures were assembled in Illustrator (Adobe). Relative Brp-density was quantified in Fiji; maximum intensity projections were made, a rectangular ROI selected around the Gall, and a histogram plot of pixel intensity was generated. Background for image was calculated in neighboring ROIs and subtracted from each individual histogram plot-value. Intensity values were then summed together to calculate total intensity, and this was divided by Gall total area, calculated manually in Fiji using polygon selection tool. Qualitative measurements of Gall defects were made by observing whether the total area of the Gall had been reduced, or entirely eliminated, through visual observations in FIJI.

Fly tethering for flight behavior {#s4-4}
---------------------------------

We used 3--4 day old females for behavioral experiments. We tethered flies under cold anesthesia, gluing a tungsten wire to the anterior notum with UV-cured glue (Bondic). The head was immobilized relative to the body with a small amount of glue between the head and thorax. Flies recovered for at least 20 min prior to behavioral testing.

Flight arena and behavioral protocol {#s4-5}
------------------------------------

We coupled the angular velocity of a visual stimulus that was presented via LED panels to the continuously measured difference in wing stroke amplitude. Stroke amplitude was tracked at 60 Hz via Kinefly, a previously described video tracking system ([@bib33]). A digital camera equipped with macro lens (Computar MLM3x-MP) and IR filter (Hoya) captured wing images from a 45° mirror positioned beneath the fly. Backlit illumination of wings was provided by a collimated infrared LED above fly (Thorlabs \#M850L3). We displayed visual stimuli using a circular arena of 2 rows of 12 LED panels (24 panels total). Each panel had 64 pixels (Betlux \#BL-M12A881PG-11, λ = 525 nm) and was controlled using hardware and firmware (IORodeo.com) as previously described ([@bib14]).The gain between stimulus angular velocity and wing stroke amplitude difference was 4.75°/s per degree of wing stroke difference. The sun stimulus was a single LED pixel which is \~2.4° on fly retina ([@bib14]), \~30 deg above fly. The stripe was four pixels wide and 16 pixels high (15° by 60°). Flight experiments were controlled in the ROS environment. Incoming video was collected at 60 Hz and stimulus position data (i.e. the flight heading) at 200 Hz. In each experiment, flies navigated in closed loop to the sun stimulus in two distinct 5 min trials, which were separated by a 5 min rest period, during which we gave flies a small piece of paper to manipulate with their legs. Following the second sun flight, flies flew for 5 min in closed loop to the stripe stimulus. We discarded flights in which a fly stopped flying more than once during a sun or stripe presentation; furthermore, we discarded flights from flies that did not complete the two 5 min sun flights.

Behavioral data analysis {#s4-6}
------------------------

All data analysis was conducted using custom scripts in Python, ([@bib39]; archived at <https://github.com/elifesciences-publications/elife_2019>). The circular mean heading of a flight was computed as the angle of resultant vector obtained via vector summation, treating each angular heading measurement as a unit vector. To determine the vector strength, we normalized the length of the resultant vector by the number of individual headings.

Statistics {#s4-7}
----------

Data represent mean ± standard deviation. Two-tailed Student's t-tests were used to assess statistical significance of anatomical data, with \*p\<0.05; \*\*p\<0.01; \*\*\*p\<0.001. To determine the significance of differences in the mean of the vector strength and heading distribution between groups, we used Fisher\'s exact test with 10,000 permutations ([@bib12]). To avoid pseudoreplication, we permuted across flies rather than flights. We computed a 95% confidence interval of the circular mean of each heading distribution by bootstrapping from the observed data. For each experimental condition, we resampled with replacement from the observed flight data (resampling across flies not flights) to create 10,000 distributions of matched size to the observed data set. Confidence intervals were computed from the circular means of these 10,000 distributions. For analysis of the heading distributions and confidence intervals, we considered flights with a vector strength above a minimum threshold of 0.2.
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In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your article \"Temporal identity establishes columnar neuron morphology, connectivity, and function in a *Drosophila* navigation circuit\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by two peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by K VijayRaghavan as the Reviewing and Senior Editor. The reviewers have opted to remain anonymous.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

In this manuscript, Sullivan et al. map the developmental origin of four central complex (CX) columnar neuron types from Type II neuroblast lineages in *Drosophila*. They first devise a genetic method to make use of pupal/adult CX neuron type markers to confirm that columnar neuron types are derived from DM1-4 Type II neuroblasts. They narrow down the time window when these neuron types are produced from neuroblasts that express Imp, a marker of young neuroblasts. Since Type II neuroblasts produce intermediate neural progenitors (INPs) that proceed through a traditional temporal transcription factor series, the authors show that P-EN and P-FN are born from young INPs (Dichaete window) while E-PG and PF-R are born from old INPs (Eyeless window). The authors then proceed to show that loss of Ey via RNAi leads to additional early born neurons and fewer late born neurons. Importantly, the additional early born neurons appear to have normal morphology and anatomical connectivity. The authors link the specification of late born neurons to an adult flight behavior by showing that loss of Ey via RNAi in E-PG neurons, previously shown to be important for flight heading, leads to similar flight defects as silencing E-PG neurons. Finally, since Ey is not maintained in differentiating neurons, the authors show that loss of Toy, a downstream target of Ey, leads to connectivity defects to the Gall (a synaptic target) by E-PG neurons and to similar navigation behavioral defects.

In all, this is a well-written manuscript that begins to describe the developmental origin of neuron types with a role in interesting flight behavior. However, as it stands, the paper (while a solid and interesting contribution) needs some work to go beyond a description of the early/late, neuroblast or INP origin of these four neuron types. It is difficult to figure out how one, or a few of these four Type II neuroblasts do generate so many of all these four neurons. Therefore, there are several questions that must be answered to increase the impact of this paper as there are important points that are missing that should be addressed by the authors prior to publication. There are also a few errors (mostly labeling) that need correcting. To provide broad new insights, this paper must describe the strategy used by nature to produce these four related neurons. We feel the essential changes can be completed in a reasonable time but if this presents a problem, please let us know.

Essential revisions:

1\) The tracing of most if not all CX columnar neurons to TypeII NB lineages has already been shown by the Lee and Reichert labs. To go one step further, the authors must trace specific CX neuron types (PF-R, E-PG, P-EN, P-FN) to a specific Type II neuroblast. Since many neurons (30-50) of each type are produced, which neuroblasts produce them and how do they do it? Does each neuroblast produce an early INP and a late INP neuron type? But then, how is it possible to produce 50 neurons? Do GMCs produce two identical neurons, or are they distinct by Notch activity? Does this mean that each neuroblast produces identical INPs for multiple early time windows? Alternatively, as in the case of the mushroom body, all four neuroblasts might act identically and each could produce the same early INPs a dozen times, and each INP would produce four neurons (two D early neurons, maybe as two hemi-lineages, and two Ey late neurons?). This would mean that neuroblasts have long temporal windows (again like the mushroom body). If the authors could identify the strategy for the production of neurons, this would be a very significant advance. As it is now, it is difficult to see how the observation can serve as a general principle of high significance.

The authors could, therefore, test whether one NB produces each subtype of if all four contribute to all subtypes. Any neuroblast clone should provide this information (This may have already been figured out by others!) The current method used by the authors will not answer this question since the driver is in INPs but there are drivers for specific individual Type II NBs.

Another approach (not essential): using Notch gof and lof, test whether GMCs produce one or two different neuron(s). By counting NB and INP divisions, this would suggest whether one or all four NB produce the four Cx neurons. This would go a long way to obtain an understanding of the generation of this neural diversity.

2\) In Figure 1B, the authors indicate that young neuroblasts express Imp while old neuroblasts express Syp. Then in Figure 2 the authors\' image indicates that the CX neurons they are studying are born early during the Imp window. However, Imp and Syp do not act as an ON/OFF switch according to other reports. Without showing that loss of Syp does not lead to the loss of any CX neurons, the authors cannot make this hard cutoﬀ indicated in Figure 2. For example, late-born CX neurons could be born during the Imp/Syp overlap window.

3\) Similar to Imp/Syp, the authors break the INP lineage into old and young with D and Ey. However, Grh is a mid-temporal factor for INPs based on the authors\' own work. Based on exclusion, the authors indicate that P-EN and P-FN neurons are born from young INPs during the D window. However, the authors need to be careful and either show exactly in which INP temporal window those neurons are born or clearly state that they could either be from D or Grh.

4\) The authors need to test whether Ey is sufficient to specify E-PG and PF-R neurons, and if it is sufficient, in which NB temporal window, e.g. during the early or late Imp window.

5\) It is not clear from Figure 4 that Toy marks late born CX neurons. Considering that the authors draw a conclusion from Toy staining, they need to clearly show that PF-R and E-PG are Toy+ while P-EN and P-FN are not.

6\) The authors need to show that Runt labels only early born neurons in order to use it as a marker. The \"data not shown\" must be shown in supplemental data.

7\) Since the authors show that there are ectopic P-EN and P-FN neurons upon Ey-RNAi, they need to check whether P-FN neurons are also \"true\" P-FN neurons and that the increased number of neurons detected with the P-FN LexA is not simply labeling additional, non-P-FN neurons.

8\) The authors show that PF-R and E-PG neurons are born earlier than P-EN and P-FN neurons along the neuroblast temporal axis. Since temporal patterning is also occurring along that axis (through Imp/Syp) it is not clear when additional P-EN and P-FN neurons are produced in the Ey-RNAi experiment. Does the experiment result in additional P-EN/P-FN neurons during the early or late Imp temporal window? In other words, does the neuroblast temporal axis influence the INP temporal axis? Finer temporal controlled experiments with tub-Gal80ts might help address this question. From a developmental perspective, addressing this question could be extremely interesting for the field.

9\) Lineage tracing identified and confirmed that four adult CX columnar neurons are generated by type II NBs using a Gal4 driver in specific populations of INPs along with an intersectional approach. Using this tool, the authors also birthdate the four CX columnar subtypes. Although differences in birthdates are apparent, they see a relatively broad distribution of overlapping times for each subtype. The authors suggest that this is due to DM1-DM4 lineages generating neuron subtypes asynchronously. Supportive evidence for this idea would be to image R9D11-Gal4 (INP-Gal4) to check if some INPs are D+ while others are Eye+ at the same time point.

10\) Further, they conclude that all subtypes arise \'early\' in type II NBs i.e. born in the Imp+ temporal window. Question: is this just based on timing? Are all four columnar neuron subtypes Chinmo+?

11\) They show that E-PG and PF-R neurons are born from older INPs that are Ey+ but P-EN and P-FN are born from younger INPs that are D+. This was done using an old-INP specific driver OK107.

Question: does Ey in these INPs meet the conditions for a TTF that they have outlined in the Introduction? This information should be properly referenced.

12\) They address the role of Ey in determining the cell fate of E-PG and PF-R neurons. They use an eyeless enhancer-Gal4 to knock down Ey (RNAi). They found that there was a near complete loss of E-PG and PF-R neurons.

Question: this phenotype could also occur if the enhancer-Gal4s they are using to identify the E-PG and PF-R neurons are regulated by Ey, is there a way to address this?

13\) They then suggest that these neurons are transformed into an early-born INP progeny identity. Transformed into what? Although plausible, without knowing what neuron subtypes early INPs generate from those specific NB temporal windows, it seems premature to suggest there is a transformation.

14\) They performed an antibody screen and identified that old INP progeny express Toy (PF-R and E-PG) while young INP progeny express Runt (P-EN and P-FN). They should show Runt expression especially because their Eye RNAi could only affect enhancer expression and Toy and Runt are their only readouts for old vs. young progeny number. When they knockdown Ey in old INPs they see a decrease in Toy expressing neurons and an increase in Runt expressing neurons.

15\) There seem to be typos in Figures 4 and 5 as they have wrongly labeled Toy and Runt on the Y-axis of panels I. Panels C, F in Figures 4 and 5 appear to be different channels from the same confocal images. This should be clarified and it would be helpful to show a merge of Toy and Runt expression in supplementary data to show that they do not overlap.

16\) They show that there is an increase in P-EN and P-FN neurons when they knockdown Ey in old INPs (Figure 5E). This is suggestive that the younger INP progeny type is increased but still is not definitive that there is a transformation of old INP progeny to young INP progeny. The authors should be clearer when they use the term \'transformation\' -- are they defining an extension of the young INP temporal window as a transformation of cell-fate? Should \'transformation\' be applicable to all shifts of temporal windows?

17\) The authors show that ectopic P-EN and P-FN neurons show proper targeting. At the end of this paragraph (second paragraph subsection "Loss of Eyeless produces ectopic P-EN neurons with normal morphology and anatomical connectivity") they say that temporal identity does not determine \'time of neuronal birth\'. This sentence is confusing. It seems that when they knockdown Ey they are extending the young INP window and in that case Ey certainly controls the timing of neuronal birth.

18\) In behavioral experiments, the authors use a restricted 24 hr temporal shift to affect the production of only the E-PG neurons. Have the authors confirmed that this genetic manipulation actually causes a loss of E-PG neurons?

10.7554/eLife.43482.024

Author response

> Essential revisions:
>
> 1\) The tracing of most if not all CX columnar neurons to TypeII NB lineages has already been shown by the Lee and Reichert labs.

We agree, and now more clearly acknowledge the pioneering work of (Yang et al., 2013) and (Riebli et al., 2013) in the Introduction. Both papers show that there are only four neuroblasts in the entire brain that generate small field columnar neurons innervating the PB, which includes all four neuronal subtypes we study (PF-R, E-PG, P-EN, P-FN). Note that Yang names the neuroblasts DM1-DM4, whereas Riebli names them DM1-DM3 and DM6. We use the DM1-DM4 nomenclature for simplicity.

> To go one step further, the authors must trace specific CX neuron types (PF-R, E-PG, P-EN, P-FN) to a specific Type II neuroblast. Since many neurons (30-50) of each type are produced, which neuroblasts produce them and how do they do it? Does each neuroblast produce an early INP and a late INP neuron type? But then, how is it possible to produce 50 neurons? Do GMCs produce two identical neurons, or are they distinct by Notch activity? Does this mean that each neuroblast produces identical INPs for multiple early time windows? Alternatively, as in the case of the mushroom body, all four neuroblasts might act identically and each could produce the same early INPs a dozen times, and each INP would produce four neurons (two D early neurons, maybe as two hemi-lineages, and two Ey late neurons?). This would mean that neuroblasts have long temporal windows (again like the mushroom body). If the authors could identify the strategy for the production of neurons, this would be a very significant advance. As it is now, it is difficult to see how the observation can serve as a general principle of high significance.
>
> The authors could, therefore, test whether one NB produces each subtype of if all four contribute to all subtypes. Any neuroblast clone should provide this information (This may have already been figured out by others!) The current method used by the authors will not answer this question since the driver is in INPs but there are drivers for specific individual Type II NBs.

The reviewer is correct, the DM1-DM4 neuroblast clone data show that each of these four neuroblasts generates intrinsic columnar neurons of the central complex targeting the PB, which include all four neuronal subtypes studied here (PF-R, E-PG, P-EN, P-FN). This is now shown in Figure 1A. Thus, the 50 P-FN neurons develop from 8 neuroblasts (bilateral DM1-DM4) or \~6 neurons per neuroblast. These 6 neurons could arise from the first three GMCs in a single INP lineage or perhaps from a single GMC in three INP lineages. We mention this calculation in the Discussion. "Thus, per brain there are 8 parental neuroblasts that generate 30-50 neurons of each subtype, or 4-6 neurons per neuroblast. These 4-6 neurons could arise from 2-3 GMCs in a single INP lineage, or as 1 neuron from 6 different INPs; twinspot MARCM would be needed to determine their precise cell lineage."

> Another approach (not essential): using Notch gof and lof, test whether GMCs produce one or two different neuron(s). By counting NB and INP divisions, this would suggest whether one or all four NB produce the four Cx neurons. This would go a long way to obtain an understanding of the generation of this neural diversity.

We agree, but Notch^intra^ reverts INPs to neuroblasts to create a brain tumor phenotype (Farnsworth et al., 2015; Figure 1J), precluding interpretation of any sibling neuron phenotype, and there are no GMC-specific driver lines available. We are glad the reviewer views these as "not essential" experiments!

> 2\) In Figure 1B, the authors indicate that young neuroblasts express Imp while old neuroblasts express Syp. Then in Figure 2 the authors\' image indicates that the CX neurons they are studying are born early during the Imp window. However, Imp and Syp do not act as an ON/OFF switch according to other reports. Without showing that loss of Syp does not lead to the loss of any CX neurons, the authors cannot make this hard cutoﬀ indicated in Figure 2. For example, late-born CX neurons could be born during the Imp/Syp overlap window.

We agree, and thus we have changed to using Ecdysone Receptor (EcR) expression to reveal a binary subdivision of the neuroblast temporal axis. EcR is off \~0-60h ALH and on 60-120h ALH in all type II neuroblasts (Syed et al., 2017). The text and Figure 1 have been updated.

> 3\) Similar to Imp/Syp, the authors break the INP lineage into old and young with D and Ey. However, Grh is a mid-temporal factor for INPs based on the authors\' own work. Based on exclusion, the authors indicate that P-EN and P-FN neurons are born from young INPs during the D window. However, the authors need to be careful and either show exactly in which INP temporal window those neurons are born or clearly state that they could either be from D or Grh.

We agree that we previously did not explain our reasoning for excluding Grh. All DM1-DM4 lineages make the PF-R, E-PG, P-EN, P-FN neurons described here, but Grh is not expressed in the DM1 lineage (Bayraktar and Doe, 2013), and thus Grh cannot be a relevant TTF for specifying these CX neuronal subtypes. Moreover, Grh-LOF does not alter the number of Runt+ and Toy+ neurons. We have added this to the Discussion: "We tested Dichaete and Grainyhead for a role in specification of early INP-derived P-EN and P-FN neurons, but observed no phenotype (data not shown); this is unsurprising for Grainyhead, because it is not expressed in the DM1 lineage (Bayraktar and Doe, 2013) which generates P-EN and P-FN neurons."

> 4\) The authors need to test whether Ey is sufficient to specify E-PG and PF-R neurons, and if it is sufficient, in which NB temporal window, e.g. during the early or late Imp window.

We agree this is an excellent and obvious experiment. We performed it in two ways. First, we previously used R9D11-gal4 UAS-Ey UAS-GFP in an attempt to misexpress Ey only in young INPs, but surprisingly we found that Ey translation was repressed in young INPs: GFP but not Ey was detected in young INPs (Farnsworth et al., 2015; Supp Figure 4). More recently, we attempted to permanently express Ey using a flp-out method (R9D11-FLP, actin-FRT-stop-FRT-Gal4 UAS-eyeless), and again observed a surprising result: loss of all four neuronal subtypes, both early INP-derived and late INP-derived. Our interpretation is that this "immortalized" expression of Eyeless in INPs and their progeny is toxic, leading to cell death, although we can't rule out that Ey transforms all INP progeny into a late-born cell type that we lack markers to detect. We have added this to the Discussion (paragraph three of subsection "Specification of CX columnar neurons").

> 5\) It is not clear from Figure 4 that Toy marks late born CX neurons. Considering that the authors draw a conclusion from Toy staining, they need to clearly show that PF-R and E-PG are Toy+ while P-EN and P-FN are not.

We are happy to comply and have now included a new Supplemental Figure (Figure 5---figure supplement 1) showing that PF-R and E-PG are Toy+ Runt- while P-EN and P-FN are Toy- Runt+.

> 6\) The authors need to show that Runt labels only early born neurons in order to use it as a marker. The \"data not shown\" must be shown in supplemental data.

We are happy to comply and have now included a new Supplemental Figure (Figure 5---figure supplement 1) showing that PF-R and E-PG are Toy+ Runt- while P-EN and P-FN are Toy- Runt+.

> 7\) Since the authors show that there are ectopic P-EN and P-FN neurons upon Ey-RNAi, they need to check whether P-FN neurons are also \"true\" P-FN neurons and that the increased number of neurons detected with the P-FN LexA is not simply labeling additional, non-P-FN neurons.

We agree, and have now included Figure 6---figure supplement 1 showing that upon Ey-RNAi, the expanded pool of P-FNs all innervate the FB and NO, identical to endogenous P-FN neurons. The addition of these ectopic P-FN neurons results in an enlarged FB and NO.

> 8\) The authors show that PF-R and E-PG neurons are born earlier than P-EN and P-FN neurons along the neuroblast temporal axis. Since temporal patterning is also occurring along that axis (through Imp/Syp) it is not clear when additional P-EN and P-FN neurons are produced in the Ey-RNAi experiment. Does the experiment result in additional P-EN/P-FN neurons during the early or late Imp temporal window? In other words, does the neuroblast temporal axis influence the INP temporal axis? Finer temporal controlled experiments with tub-Gal80ts might help address this question. From a developmental perspective, addressing this question could be extremely interesting for the field.

This is a good point. These neurons are born prior to 60h ALH, which places them in the high Imp, low Syp window. However, we now use EcR expression to give a binary subdivision of the neuroblast temporal axis. EcR is off \~0-60h ALH and on 60-120h ALH in all type II neuroblasts (Syed et al., 2017). We now clarify that all four columnar neuron subtypes are born in the EcR negative window (new Figure 1).

> 9\) Lineage tracing identified and confirmed that four adult CX columnar neurons are generated by type II NBs using a Gal4 driver in specific populations of INPs along with an intersectional approach. Using this tool, the authors also birthdate the four CX columnar subtypes. Although differences in birthdates are apparent, they see a relatively broad distribution of overlapping times for each subtype. The authors suggest that this is due to DM1-DM4 lineages generating neuron subtypes asynchronously. Supportive evidence for this idea would be to image R9D11-Gal4 (INP-Gal4) to check if some INPs are D+ while others are Eye+ at the same time point.

We appreciate the constructive suggestion. Unfortunately, D+ and Ey+ INPs are co-existing within each INP lineage at all larval stages (see Figure 1C-E; Supplemental Tables 1,2; Supplemental Figure 1 in Bayraktar and Doe, 2013). Thus, this stain would not reveal synchronous or asynchronous DM1-DM4 lineages.

> 10\) Further, they conclude that all subtypes arise \'early\' in type II NBs i.e. born in the Imp+ temporal window. Question: is this just based on timing? Are all four columnar neuron subtypes Chinmo+?

Yes, the reviewer is correct it is based on timing compared to published data. We show that all four neuronal subtypes are born prior to 60h ALH. This matches the window when Imp is high, Chinmo is high, Syp is low, and EcR is off (after 60h ALH the expression of each marker is reversed). Thus, our assignment is made using published data from multiple labs (Narbonne-Reveau et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2017; Syed et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2006). We did not stain adult brains for Chinmo because it has not been established that larval Chinmo+ neuroblasts produce adult Chinmo+ neurons (in our hands, adult Chinmo expression seems much broader than just early neuroblast progeny).

> 11\) They show that E-PG and PF-R neurons are born from older INPs that are Ey+ but P-EN and P-FN are born from younger INPs that are D+. This was done using an old-INP specific driver OK107.
>
> Question: does Ey in these INPs meet the conditions for a TTF that they have outlined in the ntroduction? This information should be properly referenced.

We agree, and now cite the work of Bayraktar et al., 2013, showing that Ey is a TTF within INP lineages.

> 12\) They address the role of Ey in determining the cell fate of E-PG and PF-R neurons. They use an eyeless enhancer-Gal4 to knock down Ey (RNAi). They found that there was a near complete loss of E-PG and PF-R neurons.
>
> Question: this phenotype could also occur if the enhancer-Gal4s they are using to identify the E-PG and PF-R neurons are regulated by Ey, is there a way to address this?

We use three different Gal4 lines to drive Ey RNAi and only two are Ey enhancer lines, the third is from the D locus. More importantly, we identify the four neuronal subtypes using LexA lines. Thus, even if the Ey RNAi led to loss of Ey enhancer Gal4 expression (e.g. via loss of positive feedback) it should only happen in two of the three Gal4 lines, and it would not lead to silencing of our LexA reporter lines. We have changed the title of this panel to be "LexA reporters for CX columnar neurons" to make this point more clearly.

> 13\) They then suggest that these neurons are transformed into an early-born INP progeny identity. Transformed into what? Although plausible, without knowing what neuron subtypes early INPs generate from those specific NB temporal windows, it seems premature to suggest there is a transformation.

We have added Figure 6---figure supplement 2 to clarify this point: we know where the four subtypes of columnar neurons arise in the type II neuroblast lineage, but the neurons born before or after them remain completely unknown. For the past few years we have looked for additional markers for these neurons, but without success. We would love more markers but we feel our study using two early INP neuron types and two late INP neuron types reveals an important role for temporal identity in specifying CX neuronal subtypes required for navigation.

> 14\) They performed an antibody screen and identified that old INP progeny express Toy (PF-R and E-PG) while young INP progeny express Runt (P-EN and P-FN). They should show Runt expression especially because their Eye RNAi could only affect enhancer expression and Toy and Runt are their only readouts for old vs. young progeny number. When they knockdown Ey in old INPs they see a decrease in Toy expressing neurons and an increase in Runt expressing neurons.

We agree and show Runt expression in Figure 5 and the new Figure 5---figure supplement 1.

> 15\) There seem to be typos in Figures 4 and 5 as they have wrongly labeled Toy and Runt on the Y-axis of panels I. Panels C, F in Figures 4 and 5 appear to be different channels from the same confocal images. This should be clarified and it would be helpful to show a merge of Toy and Runt expression in supplementary data to show that they do not overlap.

You are right -- we have made the correction.

> 16\) They show that there is an increase in P-EN and P-FN neurons when they knockdown Ey in old INPs (Figure 5E). This is suggestive that the younger INP progeny type is increased but still is not definitive that there is a transformation of old INP progeny to young INP progeny. The authors should be clearer when they use the term \'transformation\' -- are they defining an extension of the young INP temporal window as a transformation of cell-fate? Should \'transformation\' be applicable to all shifts of temporal windows?

We agree and have dropped all use of the word "transformation" in the text.

> 17\) The authors show that ectopic P-EN and P-FN neurons show proper targeting. At the end of this paragraph (second paragraph subsection "Loss of Eyeless produces ectopic P-EN neurons with normal morphology and anatomical connectivity") they say that temporal identity does not determine \'time of neuronal birth\'. This sentence is confusing. It seems that when they knockdown Ey they are extending the young INP window and in that case Ey certainly controls the timing of neuronal birth.

We agree. We now say: "This shows that neuronal birth-date can be uncoupled from neuronal morphology, because we see P-EN neurons born later than normal in the INP lineage establish morphology that mimics that of the endogenous, early-born P-EN neurons."

> 18\) In behavioral experiments, the authors use a restricted 24 hr temporal shift to affect the production of only the E-PG neurons. Have the authors confirmed that this genetic manipulation actually causes a loss of E-PG neurons?

Thank you for this comment, which we have used to clarify our manuscript. In fact, we do not expect the E-PG neurons to be gone, as that would lead to massive morphological defects in the CX (see Xie et al., 2017) that we did not observe in our experiment. Indeed, we see no loss of E-PG neurons when we assay them using the E-PG reporter R60D05. We have clarified our text in response to this excellent comment by adding new text to the Results and Discussion.

Results: "Both control and Eyeless^RNAi^ animals exposed to this regime had no major morphological defects in the central complex (Figure 7B,C; data not shown), indicating that E-PG neuron number is likely normal."

Discussion: "Eyeless^RNAi^ causes no gross deformities in the CX, suggesting E-PGs were not eliminated by Eyeless^RNAi^ using this regime, as loss of all E-PG neurons produces severe EB defects (Xie et al., 2017). The developmental defects in E-PG neurons could be misexpression of ion channels or other functionally important molecules, rather than apoptosis."
